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POTEET VICTORY
Poteet Victory is one of the most in-demand and collectable contemporary Native 
American artists in the world. Although Victory’s work is abstract, his Cherokee-
Choctaw influence still shines through his paintings. His work seems to emerge from a 
subconscious space and with a masterful command of composition, breathtaking color 
and his very own glossy finish he evokes a powerful response in the viewer.

Born and raised in Idabel, Oklahoma, Victory was active in the rodeo circuit riding bulls 
and wild horses by the age of fifteen. It was then that Victory was first approached by 
his mentor, Harold Stevenson, who is famous for the controversial painting “The New 
Adam” which is now in the Guggenheim’s permanent collection. Stevenson asked 
Victory to model for his painting “Alexander the Great”, a modeling venture that lasted 
the entire summer and ignited Victory’s desire to chase his dream of becoming the 
accomplished artist he is today.

After graduating high school and attending Oklahoma University through his junior year, 
Victory bought a one-way ticket to Hawaii. There he mastered silk screening, after 
which he moved to Dallas and established his own company “Divine Designs”, which 
was the first T-shirt printing business of its kind. He began printing T-shirts for major 
record companies and other large corporations such as Frito Lay and Coca-Cola.

Once Victory had acquired the resources to pursue his long-time desire to paint, he sold 
his business in Dallas and moved to New York City. He attended the Art Students 
League for two years but ultimately refined his unique style of painting on his own 
through many years of habitude. While in NYC, Victory met Andy Warhol and mingled 
with those at Warhol’s Factory while consulting with Warhol on silk screening. Victory 
was also invited to socialize with other eminent artists and socialites where he had the 
unique ability of surprising them with his down-to-earth insights.

Victory’s passion and unique understanding of his work touches something truer and 
more compelling than most can articulate. He is intrigued by archetypes of myth, 
neuroscientific studies on how the brain stores and recalls images and the advantages 
of meditation. All of these ideas are consistent with his paintings and the concept of his 
newest creation, The Abbreviated Portrait Series.

After over thirty years of painting, Victory remains as authentic as ever and still has that 
Southeast Oklahoma charm. Although he prefers to work behind an easel, Victory will 
always be a “cowboy” at heart. His studio is located upstairs at McLarry Modern in 
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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b. 1947, Idabel, OK

SELECTED COLLECTIONS

Almiranta Chorruca—Mallorca, Spain
American Entertainer, Madonna
Author, Patricia Cornwell
British Stage and Movie Actor, Sir Philip Anthony Hopkins
Burt’s Bees Original Founder, Sunny Justice
Darrell Keith Law Firm—Ft. Worth, Texas
D2 Consulting—Brooklyn, Minnesota
Horizons Health Care Corporation—Hutchinson, Kansas 
Raymond James Financial—St. Petersburg, Florida
Lead Led Zeppelin Singer, Robert Plant
Los Alamos National Bank—Santa Fe, New Mexico
Los Angeles Times Publisher, Otis Chandler
Mark Sakautzky Interior Design—Hamburg, Germany
Milagro Computer Systems—Austin, Texas
Piper Industries—Orlando, Florida
Schmidt Sportsworld—Essen, Germany
Suncare Health Inc.—Tallahassee, Florida
University of Oklahoma College of Law—Norman, Oklahoma
Vidal Sassoon
Watson & Barnes—Raleigh, North Carolina
Williams Companies, Inc.—Tulsa, Oklahoma
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Selected Article
Santa Fean Magazine Aug/Sept 2011
By Devon Jackson

Spend any amount of engaged time with Poteet Victory and you’ll soon realize it’s 
not unlike the feeling you get when taking in his paintings. What initially strikes you 
as simple, straightforward, and down to earth gradually deepens, increasing in 
complexity and nuance. His paintings, most of them decidedly abstract, aim for and 
explore the spiritual, primarily through color and form at their most essential. And 
Victory himself, once you get past the soft Sooner twang, the aw-shucks demeanor, 
and the ranching and rodeo background, is as sophisticated and informed an artist 
as you’ll ever meet.

Get him to talking about his most recent and ongoing series, Abbreviated Portraits, 
for instance, and he’ll reference everything from the latest neuro-scientific takes on 
the way the brain processes and remembers images to Joseph Campbell’s 
iconographic studies of mythology to Marcel Proust’s insights into the way smell 
triggers memory. Not that he puts any of this across didactically, or that it’s at all 
striving or trying to impress. Quite the opposite - and that’s what’s so disarming and 
what warms you up to both Victory and to his paintings. His art exudes its creator’s 
humility as much as his intellect.

In a life of turning points, one of the first and deepest for Victory, who grew up in a 
family of roughnecks in cow punching Idabel, Oklahoma, was his encounter, at age 
15, with fellow Idabellan Harold Stephenson, an accomplished painter who’d moved 
to New York City and so charmed Andy Warhol that the Pop artist named his first 
film after him. “I’d been rodeoing bulls and riding horses bareback,” recalls Victory, 
now 64. “After one of the rodeos Stephenson came up to me and asked if I’d pose 
as Alexander the Great. He needed someone who could sit on a horse in his studio. 
So I posed for him over the next two summers. He’d talk about art and the 
philosophy of art. That really stuck with me.”

After serving in the Army, learning silk-screening in Maui, and then founding and, in 
1980, selling off a successful T-shirt business, Victory lit out for the Arts Students 
League in New York, where he again hooked up with Stephenson (who introduced 
him to Warhol and to Rauschenberg) and honed his emerging skills as a fine artist 
fifteen years later, after having returned to Oklahoma (and after his wife asked him 
for a divorce), Victory moved to Santa Fe, where, within weeks, he was bartending 
at Vanessie. ‘It was the perfect thing for a person like me,” he says. “I didn’t know 
anybody and through that job I got to meet everybody.” The owner soon hung up 
some of his works, which quickly sold. By 1991, he was painting full-time.
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Since then, Victory (who’s 3/8 Cherokee and Choctaw) has abandoned realism and 
Native imager almost entirely. And brushes, “I’m a lot more comfortable with a knife 
than a brush,” he says, “so I paint everything on the knife. And I actually don’t paint; 
I sculpt.”

Lately he’s been “sculpting” away on his potentially ground-breaking series 
Abbreviated Portraits, wherein he has distilled a person down to his or her 
archetypal essence. Having come up with the idea from texting (and the way people 
abridge their words when doing so), these pieces are as much about surface and 
color as his other works have always been coveted for. (Madonna, Robert Plant, 
and Anthony Hopkins are among his collectors.) This series’ abbreviations of Paul 
Newman, John Wayne, and Dolly Parton, however, reflect not only our ADD-ish 
times, but also gibe with Victory’s creative and spiritual pursuits. His premise is that 
our brains store information consciously and subconsciously mostly in basic shapes 
and forms, and therefore we share the same references for certain images–for 
Newman, Wayne, Cher. “So when I come up with these abstract shapes and 
forms,” says Victory excitedly, “I see them, and I know you’re seeing them, too.”

Subliminally, or cosmically, they inspire a ruckus at McLarry Modern on Canyon 
Road–and with Stephenson and others. “They’ve become a phenomenon here at the 
gallery,” marvels Victory. And after Harold saw them he told me, You have got to keep 
pursuing this. This destroys modern art.”


